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Study Objectives
• Identify and map out the practical
implementation of timber supply chain of
different timber sources such as production
forest, conversion areas (infrastructure projects
etc.), industrial plantation/smallholder
plantation, and village forest from harvesting to
export in Khammoune, Sayaboury and Attapeu
province
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Methods
• Collected recorded and statistic data
• Interviewed with Key informances
• Analysed data and cross check with other data
sources.
• Studies in Sayaboury and Khammoune
finalized in March 2015 and presented in a
multistakeholder workshop in April 2015
• Attapeu study started in October 2015 and
ongoing until January 2016

Study team
Dr. Kaisone Phengsopha–Team leader
Mr. Duangphachanch Souvanxay- Assistant
Miss Ticdapone Jamgnad- Assistant
• Support by:
• Staff of DOFI (FLEGT Standing office) and
ProFLEGT project
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Prelimary Results Attapeu
•
•
•
•

National and timber supply
Provincial forests
Provincial timber supply
Processing and exports

Results: National quota allocation
National Quota allocation
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Results: Provincial quota

Provincial Forests: Attapue
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Provincial Forests: Attapue

Provincial Timber Supply From Production
Forests: Attapue
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Provincial Timber Supply From Infrastructure
areas : Attapue

Provincial Timber Supply From Plantations:
Attapue
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Provincial Timber Supply from district and village
forests: Attapue

• No data for Attapue though harvests are going
through licensing system of permit (details will
follow)

Wood processing: Khammoun, Sayaboury and
Attapue
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Flows of timber from unidentified
sources: illegal timbers

In Attapue forms in LL 3 are applied to monitor timber input

Controlling timber industries in
Attapue
• Attapue has certain capacities and a system in control timber input
and output of each industry.
• Each month, staff from DOIC, DAF, and District office of finance
forms a committee to check and report timber in the stock of each
industry with the district to POIC.
• Once illegal timber is inspected, the industry owners will be
panelized. If at the first time, the owner will have to pay a fine fee
of 110% of the actual value with first warning. If at the second
time, closing down the industry with other heavier penalty would
be in action.
• As the system is used only for controlling the volume and species,
traceability of the timber sources of final products is not warrant.
• Data is only filled into paper forms and not further processed.
• No regular systematic analysis of the data for provincial summary
statistics is implemented.
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Timber exports: Attapue

The reported export data is less than 1/4 of the reported actual harvest from
Infrastructure areas which is about 213,000 m3.

Flows and their traceability
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General Recommendations
• Provincial, district and village forests: these
can be a vital source of timber for local timber
companies. To ensure a sustainable supply,
there needs to have a vigorous managing
system that include a clear map of forest in
each village as well as annual records of
timber supply

Recommendations (con’t)
• Plantations: Although timber from plantations has a bigger share in
the total timber supply in the provinces, only timber from
plantation that has registered can be considered legal. As there are
few farmers registered their plantations, there needs an outreach
program to encourage farmers especially those living far away from
plantation registration offices. Procedures for smallholder
plantation registration should be simplified to ensure the expected
outcomes are appropriate to scale and that the costs and the
complexity of the process are not excessive both for plantation
owners and government agencies
• Timber processing: There is a need to specify both in legal
document as well in practice which government bureaus in charge
with recording and controlling timber input and output from timber
industries. Companies should have a minimum Chain of Custody
(CoC) in place.
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Recommendations (con’t)
• Exports: There is a system to record import and export that can be
specified at product levels. However, record data is relatively weak
and low liability. Staffs of custom bureaus at both central and local
level should be well trained in recording, keeping and sharing
information. There should have an effective system of sharing
information on timber trade among MAF, MOIC, MOF and their line
agencies at the local level.
• Exchange and crosschecking with neighboring countries should be
introduced as a common practice.
• Permission system of supply and flow of timber: Permission
system of timber supply through licensing system should be well
understood and controlled through registering all logs for
commerce and for domestic uses.

Recommendations (con’t)
• Flows of Lao timber and their traceability:
There need a clear system of recording logs at Log
Landing I under all permission systems.
All logs whether for sale or for domestic uses should be
entered to a formal log registration at Log Landing II.
There need to develop a formal recording system for
timber input (Log Landing III) and output from the
timber processing industries.
 The forms from POIC in Attapeu can be a starting point
to improve the system
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